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ABSTRACT

Objectives: To identify the genomic mechanisms that result in PARK2 large gene deletions.

Methods: We conducted mutation screening using PCR amplification of PARK2-coding regions
and exon-intron boundaries, followed by sequencing to evaluate a large series of 244 unrelated
Portuguese patients with symptoms of Parkinson disease. For the detection of large gene rear-
rangements, we performed multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification, followed by long-
range PCR and sequencing to map deletion breakpoints.

Results: We identified biallelic pathogenic parkin mutations in 40 of the 244 patients. There were
18 different mutations, some of them novel. This study included mapping of 17 deletion break-
points showing that nonhomologous end joining is the most common mechanism responsible
for these gene rearrangements. None of these deletion breakpoints were previously described,
and only one was present in 2 unrelated families, indicating that most of the deletions result from
independent events.

Conclusions: The c.155delA mutation is highly prevalent in the Portuguese population (62.5% of
the cases). Large deletions were present in 42.5% of the patients. We present the largest study
on the molecular mechanisms that mediate PARK2 deletions in a homogeneous population. Neurol

Genet 2016;2:e73; doi: 10.1212/NXG.0000000000000073

GLOSSARY
AR-JP5 autosomal recessive juvenile Parkinson disease;CFS5 common fragile site;MMEJ5microhomology-mediated end
joining; MLPA 5 multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification; NHEJ 5 nonhomologous end joining; NAHR 5 nonallelic
homologous recombination; PD 5 Parkinson disease.

Parkinson disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder, the etiology of
which remains mostly unknown.1 Most PD cases are sporadic, although the discovery of genes
linked to familial forms has provided valuable insights into disease mechanisms. Among reces-
sive forms, PARK2 mutations are the most common cause of parkinsonism, being responsible
for autosomal recessive juvenile Parkinson disease (AR-JP).2 AR-JP is genetically heterogeneous
and, apart from age at onset, is clinically indistinguishable from idiopathic PD, presenting with
rigidity, bradykinesia, and resting tremor, usually before the age of 40 years.3,4

PARK2, located on chromosome 6q25.2–q27, encodes parkin, an E3 ubiquitin ligase. The
loss of this ubiquitin ligase activity appears to be the mechanism responsible for the pathogenesis
of AR-JP.5 PARK2 is composed of 12 exons surrounded by large intronic regions and spans
approximately 1.38 Mb. Mutations have been identified across the entire gene and include all
mutation types.6 PARK2 is the 17th largest gene of the human genome and is located within
a large common fragile site (CFS), FRA6E,7 a 3.6-Mb region of instability, susceptible to form
gaps, breaks, and rearrangements when cells are exposed to certain conditions such as DNA
replication inhibitors,8–10 which may explain the large frequency of PARK2 deletions.
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In this study, we aimed to identify the
breakpoints of 17 different deletions to under-
stand further the mechanisms favoring the
occurrence of these rearrangements and evalu-
ated the frequency of PARK2 mutations in
patients with clinical suspicion of early-onset
parkinsonism.

METHODS Patients and mutation analysis. We evaluated

244 unrelated Portuguese patients with symptoms of PD referred

to our center for molecular study of PARK2. The mean age at

onset was 34.3 years (range, 6 months to 64 years).

We conducted mutation screening, performing PCR ampli-

fication of the entire PARK2-coding region and exon-intron

boundaries, using the HotStarTaq Master Mix Kit (Qiagen,

Venlo, the Netherlands), followed by bidirectional direct

sequencing with the BigDye Terminator v1.1 Cycle Sequencing

Kit (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA) and loaded on an ABI-

PRISM 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). To

detect large gene rearrangements, we performed multiplex

ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) using the

SALSA MLPA kit P051 (MRC Holland) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions and analyzed fragments on an

ABI-PRISM 3130xl Genetic Analyzer using 500-LIZ (Applied

Biosystems), as a size standard, and GeneMarker v1.90 (Soft-

Genetics, State College, PA).

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient
consents. All study participants gave informed consent before

participating in this study. We stored DNA samples at the Center

for Predictive and Preventive Genetics–authorized biobank.

Long-range PCR and breakpoint analysis. Because of the

large size of PARK2 introns, we genotyped several single-

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), located in the introns

flanking each deletion to narrow down their extension. SNPs

were obtained from the HapMap Genome Browser. We

performed SNP genotyping using SNAPShot. For SNPs that

seemed to be in the homozygous state using the SNAPshot

technique and in patients with heterozygous deletions, we

performed dosage analysis by quantitative real-time PCR to

confirm or exclude homozygosity for that particular SNP.

After reducing the possible extension of these deletions, we

used the primer pairs closest to the deletion breakpoint for

long-range PCR amplification. Because the predicted

amplicons were larger than 2 kb, we performed PCR

amplification using the Expand Long Template PCR System

(Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland) and/or Ranger Mix

(Bioline, Taunton, MA).

We separated DNA fragments of interest on 0.8% agarose

gels, excised and purified with the Illustra GFX PCR DNA and

Gel Band Purification Kit (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont,

United Kingdom) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Isolated and purified fragments were sequenced with the BigDye

Terminator v1.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems) and

loaded on an ABI-PRISM 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied

Biosystems); deletion breakpoints were narrowed down by primer

walking.

The nucleotide sequence positions described are based on the

human reference sequence (GRCh37). We evaluated sequence

identities of nucleotide sequences encompassing each breakpoint

using the National Center for Biotechnology Information

BLASTN tool and RepeatMasker with default parameters to

identify interspersed repeats.

RESULTS PARK2 mutations in patients with

parkinsonism. This mutational analysis of 244 Portu-
guese participants confirmed the PD clinical diagno-
sis in 16.4% (40/244) of the patients. We identified
18 different mutations, including missense muta-
tions, small and large deletions, and a splicing muta-
tion (table 1). We found homozygous parkin
mutations in 67.5% of the patients, and large dele-
tions were present in 42.5% of the cases. The most
frequent mutation was a 1-base pair (bp) deletion,
c.155delA, which was present in 62.5% of the
patients. We observed 2 novel mutations, a 1-bp
deletion (c.1030delG) and an indel (c.1072-
1073delCTinsA), both predicted to result in an
altered reading frame and a premature stop codon
(p. E344Sfs*91 and p. L358Rfs*77).

The most commonmutation, c.155delA, is a small
deletion that causes the alteration of the open reading
frame starting in the amino acid asparagine in posi-
tion 52 and results in a stop codon 29 amino acids
later (p.N52Mfs*29), leading to loss of most of the
protein.

Seventeen patients showed large gene rearrange-
ments, and we observed at least 9 different deletions
either in homozygosity or heterozygosity. The most
common deletions were those of exon 4 and of exons
3–6 (table 1).

Breakpoint determination and deletion mechanisms. To
explore the mechanisms underlying these large rear-
rangements and to confirm MLPA results, we deter-
mined the exact breakpoints of 17 deletions using
an SNP approach to narrow down the deletion break-
point. We describe localization of the breakpoints
found in these patients and the responsible mecha-
nisms in table 2.

We found that nonhomologous end joining
(NHEJ) was the mechanism responsible for 76.5%
of the large deletions. Three cases presented with mi-
crohomology domains in the junctions, and the dele-
tions resulted from microhomology-mediated end
joining (MMEJ). Only one of the deletions could
be explained by nonallelic homologous recombina-
tion (NAHR) mediated by Alu sequences. We iden-
tified other repetitive elements (table 3) that were not
present at both sides of the breakpoint, and thus,
unlikely to be directly involved in the rearrangement.

Examples of the mapped rearrangement for the
exon 4–7 deletion, exon 4 deletion, and exon 10
deletion (figure, panels A, B, and C, respectively)
represent 2 different responsible mechanisms (NHEJ
and NAHR) acting in 3 different ways. For the exon 4
deletion in patient 22 (figure, B) and patient 38, we
can infer that the inserted region was because of
a duplication of the immediately preceding region.
The origin of the inserted regions for the other 6
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Table 1 Overview of molecular and clinical information from 40 patients with a molecular diagnosis of autosomal recessive juvenile Parkinson
disease

Patient
Age at
onset, y cDNA Protein

Family
history Consanguinity

1 22 [c.1244C.A]1[c.172-52958_73418943del] [p.T415N]1[p.?] Yes No

2 28 [c.171167708_734158232delins28]1
[c.171167708_734158232delins28]

[p.?]1[p.?] No No

3 38 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] No Yes

4 25 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes No

5 17 [c.413-18966_871172957delinsA]1[c.413-
18966_871172957delinsA]

[p.?]1[p.?] No Yes

6 32 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes Yes

7 30 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] No No

8 27 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] No No

9 13 [c.155delA]1[c.823C.T] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.R275W] Yes No

10 31 [c.125G.C]1[c.8-51491_172-56018del] [p.R42P]1[p.?] No No

11 35 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] No No

12 25 [c.155delA] [c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes No

13 28 [c.155delA]1[c.172-11910_413-22473del] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.?] No No

14 29 [c.5341457_734141025del]1[c.5341457_734141025del] [p.?]1[p.?] No No

15 17 [c.823C.T]1[c.823C.T] [p.R275W]1[p.R275W] Yes No

16 18 [c.1072_1073delinsA]1[c.1072_1073delinsA] [p.L358Rfs*77]1[p.L358Rfs*77] No No

17 17 [c.171167708_734158232delins28]1
[c.171167708_734158232delins28]

[p.?]1[p.?] Yes No

18 35 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes No

19 27 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes No

20 34 [c.1084-3859_116711618del]1[c.1084-3859_116711618del] [p.?]1[p.?] No Yes

21 23 [c.155delA]1[c.735-21670_1083148265delinsATG] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.?] Yes No

22 51 [c.823C.T]1[c.413-16409_534127042delinsATGCCTGTAA] [p.R275W]1[p.?] No No

23 18 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes No

24 30 [c.155delA]1[c.8-23204_172-3140del] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.?] Yes No

25 24 [c.413-3460_534130928del]1[c.413-3460_534130928del] [p.?]1[p.?] No Yes

26 — [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes No

27 42 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] No No

28 12 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes No

29 33 [c.125G.C]1[c.125G.C] [p.R42P]1[p.R42P] No No

30 39 [c.155delA]1[c.412125822_535-71707delinsTGA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.?] No No

31 50 [c.155delA]1[c.172-16570_734151279del] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.?] Yes No

32 13 [c.155delA]1[c.823C.T] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.R275W] Yes No

33 38 [c.413-27055_534120428del]1[c.413-27055_534120428del] [p.?]1[p.?] No No

34 52 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes Yes

35 39 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes No

36 38 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] Yes No

37 20 [c.155delA]1[c.155delA] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.N52Mfs*29] No No

38 55 [c.1097G.A]1[c.413-10504_5341408delins20] [p.R366Q]1[p.?] No No

39 34 [c.1030delG]1[c.1286-3C.G] [p.E344Sfs*91]1[p.?] No No

40 44 [c.155delA]1[c.41212768_734192226del] [p.N52Mfs*29]1[p.?] Yes No
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deletions could not be identified because of their
small size or, in the case of the sequence inserted in
patients 2 and 17, because of their frequency in the
genome.

DISCUSSION PD, which affects almost 2% of the
population above the age of 65 years, is the second
most commonly occurring progressive neurodegener-
ative disorder after Alzheimer disease. Today, the
lengthening lifespan and aging population has trans-
formed neurodegenerative diseases into an economic
and societal concern.6 Mutations in the parkin coding
gene are the predominant cause of monogenic forms
of recessive PD with a frequency that varies across
studies depending on the population, number of
familial cases, age at onset, and consanguinity, among
other factors.11,12 The study of these mutations is
therefore of upmost importance for understanding
the pathogenesis of this disease.

Our PARK2-positive cohort showed a mean age at
onset of 30 years (range, 12–55 years). This muta-
tional study of the parkin coding gene revealed that
16.4% of these patients present with 2 mutations,
thus confirming the PD clinical diagnosis. This is
particularly interesting because we found several cases
with parkin mutations with onset at more than 40
years of age. Also, the mean age at onset for patients in
this study is lower than that reported previously
(mean age 36 years) in a study considering only

familial cases and with at least one of the patients
with onset before the age of 54 years.13 These findings
show the importance of screening PARK2 for muta-
tions in patients with a family history of PD with later
disease onset.

The mutations we identified are spread through-
out the entire gene in almost every parkin domain.
Of the 18 different mutations found, 3 were small in-
sertions or deletions, 5 were point mutations, 9 were
large deletions, and 1 was a splice-site mutation. Two
were novel mutations predicted to be damaging to the
protein: a small insertion (c.1030delG) and a splice-
site mutation (c.1286-3C.G). It is interesting to
note that we did not find duplications in our cohort.

Our results show that the c.155delA mutation is
highly recurrent in the Portuguese population. The
high frequency of this mutation in Portugal and
Spain14 probably indicates a founder effect. This
mutation is also commonly found in European pa-
tients along with the c.823C.Tmutation.14–19 These
2 are the most common point mutations in our
cohort and are located in exons 2 (ubiquitin-like
domain) and 7 (RING1 domain). All missense muta-
tions identified in our patients have been previously
described.6 Last, the splice-site mutation, c.1286-
3C.G, is predicted to disrupt the acceptor splice site,
resulting in the loss of the last exon.

Of the 9 identified deletions in our population,
the most common were the exon 4 deletion (5 cases)

Table 2 Overview of 17 mapped deletions and responsible mechanisms

Patient Deletion State Breakpoint upstream Breakpoint downstream Insertion Mechanism Deletion size, bp

1 3–6 Het 162.736.755 162.385.391 . NHEJ 351.365

2 3–6 Hom 162.796.634 162.336.102 TTGATCCACCTGTCTCAGCAGGTGGAGA NHEJ 460.533

5 4–7 Hom 162.641.250 162.133.847 A NHEJ 507.404

10 2 Het 162.915.996 162.739.815 . MMEJ 176.182

13 3 Het 162.695.707 162.644.757 AT NHEJ 50.951

14 5–6 Hom 162.621.706 162.353.309 . NHEJ 268.398

17 3–6 Hom 162.796.634 162.336.102 TTGATCCACCTGTCTCAGCAGGTGGAGA NHEJ 460.533

20 10 Hom 161.811.768 161.806.208 . Alu-mediated NAHR 5.561

21 7–9 Het 162.228.610 161.921.621 ATG NHEJ 306.990

22 4 Het 162.638.694 162.595.120 CATGCCTGTAAT NHEJ 43.575

24 2 Het 162.887.709 162.686.937 . NHEJ 200.773

25 4 Hom 162.625.744 162.591.235 . NHEJ 34.510

30 4 Het 162.657.735 162.546.913 TGA NHEJ 110.823

31 3–6 Het 162.700.367 162.343.055 . MMEJ 357.313

33 4 Hom 162.649.339 162.601.735 . MMEJ 47.605

38 4 Het 162.632.788 162.621.753 TTACAGGTGAAATAAGATGCTT NHEJ 11.036

40 4–6 Het 162.680.789 162.302.108 . NHEJ 378.682

Abbreviations: Het 5 heterozygosity; Hom 5 homozygosity; MMEJ 5 microhomology-mediated end joining; NAHR 5 nonallelic homologous recombination;
NHEJ 5 nonhomologous end joining.
Genomic coordinates are described according to the GRCh37 human reference assembly (hg19).
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and the exon 3–6 deletion (4 cases). The high fre-
quency of these deletions is similar to the results of
another study17 that showed rearrangements occur-
ring frequently in introns 2 through 4. Large dele-
tions are responsible for juvenile PD in almost half of
the studied patients, making MLPA an essential
approach in molecular diagnosis, complementary to
direct sequencing.

Large deletions account for approximately 50%–

60% of the PARK2 disease–causing mutations8 and
have been observed worldwide. This high frequency
can be partially explained by the very large introns of
PARK2 that span 1.4 Mb,8 and with introns 1, 2, 6,
and 7 as large as 180 kb.17 Another reason is the
genomic context of PARK2. This gene is located
within one of the 3 most frequently expressed
CFS, namely FRA6E.20 It is interesting to note that
most of the rearrangements found in PARK2 are
located between exons 3 and 8, which comprise
the FRA6E center, with exons 3 and 4 being among
the most unstable regions and hotspots for dele-
tion.8,21 The cause of this instability is not com-
pletely understood, although several studies show
that many gross chromosomal rearrangements that
accumulate in solid tumors may have originated in
these fragile sites because of errors during DNA
replication that could be caused by intrinsic charac-
teristics of CFS, such as their AT sequence content
and high flexibility, scarcity of replication origins,
and difficulty in the transcription of long genes
present in these sites.22

To date, only a small number of PARK2 deletion
breakpoints have been mapped, probably because of
the large gene size; despite the fact that the exonic
deletions described here have been previously identi-
fied,6 all the breakpoints present in these Portuguese
patients are different from those previously
described.8,17,21,23–25

In the 4 patients who had an exon 3–6 deletion,
only 2 share the same breakpoints. In addition, all
breakpoints were different in the 5 patients who had
an exon 4 deletion. Thus, it seems that the same exon
deletion is not necessarily a consequence of a similar
rearrangement but may stem from independent
events. This finding is in agreement with the ongoing
hypothesis that rearrangements are independent and
recurrent events.24,26 It is also in accordance with the
notion that rearrangements recurring at the same
breakpoint are less frequent than nonrecurring rear-
rangements.8 The high frequency of repetitive ele-
ments and instability in the PARK2 locus favor the
occurrence of recurrent deletion events, especially in
the large PARK2 introns.17 It is curious that all of our
patients with recurring deletions in homozygosity
present the same breakpoints. In 3 patients, this could
be explained by the presence of consanguinity. Two
shared the same exon 3–6 deletion, which could
indicate a recurrent event or a common founder
mutation.

There are 3 major mechanisms responsible for
genomic rearrangements: NAHR, NHEJ, and fork
stalling and template switching. These 3 mechanisms
account for the majority of genomic rearrangements
in the human genome, and their distribution partially
reflects the genomic architecture in the proximity of
the breakpoint locus.27

Detailed analysis of the sequences flanking the break-
points allowed us to explore causative mechanisms.

One mechanism implicated in PARK2 deletions is
NAHR, mediated by Alu elements. Our analysis
showed that, although there are only 526 Alu ele-
ments in PARK2, which is below the mean density
of the human genome (1 per 3 kb),28 Alu-mediated
NAHR seems to be the responsible mechanism for
the exon 10 deletion described (figure, C) where the 2
junctions map to Alu elements of the same family
(AluSx) in direct orientation. This mechanism has
been previously described in PARK2 deletions.8

Regions of microhomology often contribute to
NHEJ, so it is common to find them at deletion
breakpoints. NHEJ is the major pathway for restoring
double-strand breaks in chromosomal DNA and is
a highly flexible mechanism that creates distinct
breakpoint junctions, resulting in either short micro-
homologies (usually 1–4 bp) or inserted sequences
without homology as a result of the NHEJ editing
process.8 The presence of inserted sequences in the

Table 3 Overview of repetitive elements found in breakpoint analysis

Patient Deletion Breakpoint upstream Breakpoint downstream

1 3–6 Unique sequence Unique sequence

2 3–6 Tigger 4A (DNA/TcMar-Tigger) AluSx (SINE/Alu)

5 4–7 L1P4 (LINE/L1) Mer21B (LTR/ERVL)

10 2 Unique sequence Unique sequence

13 3 L1MC5 (LINE/L1) L2C (LINE/L2)

14 5–6 L1ME3 (LINE/L1) Unique sequence

17 3–6 Tigger 4A (DNA/TcMar-Tigger) AluSx (SINE/Alu)

20 10 AluSx (SINE/Alu) AluSx (SINE/Alu)

21 7–9 MLT1C (LTR/ERVL) L1MC1 (LINE/L1)

22 4 AluSx (SINE/Alu) Unique sequence

24 2 AluJb (SINE/Alu) Unique sequence

25 4 Unique sequence Unique sequence

30 4 AluSx (SINE/Alu) Unique sequence

31 3–6 AluSx (SINE/Alu) Unique sequence

33 4 Unique sequence Unique sequence

38 4 Unique sequence L1ME3 (LINE/L1)

40 4–6 Unique sequence Unique sequence
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Figure Schematic representation of 3 breakpoints found in our patients and the suspected mechanism for
these deletions

(A) Nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ), mediated by the formation of a hairpin loop (deletion of exons 4–7; patient 5) and
with the insertion of an adenine nucleotide. (B) NHEJ with the presence of a duplicated region and 2 motifs, complementary
to immunoglobulin class switch repeats (deletion of exon 4; patient 22). (C) Alu-mediated nonallelic homologous recombi-
nation (NAHR) (deletion of exon 10; patient 20).
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mapped deletions described here, namely a short
duplication of the surrounding fragments and short
sequences of unknown origin, is in agreement with
features of the NHEJ mechanism. Also, this repair
mechanism has already been related to parkin dele-
tions in previous studies.24,25 Nevertheless, a second
mechanism is associated with the presence of micro-
homology. MMEJ is also a mechanism for double-
strand break repair, which uses a sequence of 5–25 bp
to align the broken ends; MMEJ is frequently associ-
ated with complex rearrangements. Although MMEJ
is considered a secondary mechanism, used only when
NHEJ and the other mechanisms fail, it has recently
been reported that MMEJ can act even when NHEJ
and homologous recombination are intact.29 As 3 of
the deletions reported here present a microhomology
region of 5, 6, and 7 bp, we propose that this was the
responsible mechanism in these cases (table 2). The
other 5 cases present shorter microhomologies (table
2). Recently, 5 PARK2 deletions were mapped in
Polish patients showing NHEJ and fork stalling and
template switching as the responsible mechanisms.25

Here we present a higher number of deletions map-
ped, all different from previously described reports,
and expanded the mechanisms responsible for these
large gene rearrangements to include MMEJ and Alu-
mediated NAHR. These 3 mechanisms, NHEJ,
MMEJ, and Alu-mediated NAHR, seem to explain
the identified deletions; NHEJ seems to be responsi-
ble for the majority of the deletions.

We describe 40 patients with autosomal recessive
PD who have novel and previously reported PARK2
mutations. We present the molecular characterization
of 17 large PARK2 deletions and identify NHEJ as
the most frequently occurring mechanism responsible
for deletions in this gene.
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